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Dear Friends,

“The world is full of magic 
things, patiently waiting for our 
senses to grow sharper.” That 
idea, from poet W. B. Yeats, is 
at the heart of a university’s 
existence. Within the College 
of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, our students have the 

opportunity to hone their senses to discover knowledge 
and gain understanding, “magic things” that they will 
take with them throughout their lives.

Discoveries are made every day in our university’s 
corner of Northern Virginia. This 2016 edition of 
Cornerstone magazine is dedicated to the work that goes 
into the continuous process of bringing new knowledge 
to fruition.

In this edition you will read about George Mason 
University’s recent recognition in the realm of research, 
denoted a Highest Research Activity Institution by the 
Carnegie Classification. And you will read how this 
recognition stands not only on technological research, 
but upon the solid support of research expenditures in 
the humanities and social sciences. You will read about an 

undergraduate student who is taking part in the opportu-
nity to do her own research while still at Mason, building 
her own foundation for a lifetime of discovery.

You will read about faculty member Eden King, who 
builds understanding of how people interact in work set-
tings, so that all members of organizations can be treated 
fairly and thrive. You will meet Steven Barnes, who has 
traveled to the far reaches of the former Soviet Union 
to gain insight into the people who were interred in the 
Soviet Gulag system in the 1930s. And you will read about 
a college alumnus who uses his understanding and experi-
ence with technology and art to introduce the world to 
the mysteries of William Shakespeare and his time.

In our search for knowledge, we are best served when 
we comprehend the kind of change we are creating. The 
human values underlying our efforts are as important as 
the quest for information itself. We are not the tools of 
our technology. In the face of technological advancement, 
humanities and social science research remind us of the 
ways that we think of being human. 

In Patriot Pride,

Deborah A. Boehm-Davis
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In Memoriam: Alan Cheuse
By William Miller, Director, Creative Writing Program

A lan Cheuse, who taught in Mason’s Creative 
Writing Program for more than 25 years, died on 
July 31, 2015, in San Jose, California, of injuries he 

sustained two weeks earlier in a car crash.
Cheuse went to California to teach at the Squaw Valley 

Community of Writers after first teaching a summer 
course at Mason. He was 75 at the time of his death.

Cheuse always called himself a “late-blooming” writer 
because he was almost 40 when he published his first fic-
tion. That debut was a short story, “Fishing for Coyotes,” 
published by The New Yorker.

After graduating from Rutgers University, he worked as 
a toll taker on the New Jersey Turnpike, as a welfare case 
worker, as an assistant editor for Women’s Wear Daily, and 
as a high school teacher. His various early jobs informed 
his fiction and allowed him to create fully rendered char-
acters and the realistic situations they confronted.

In his first college teaching job, at Bennington College, 
he became friends with Bernard Malamud, Nicholas 

Delbanco, and John Gardner. They became long-term 
friends and in recent years he and Delbanco co-edited a 
multivolume literary anthology for McGraw-Hill. From 
their college days, he also maintained a lifelong friendship 
with poet Robert Pinsky, and twice was instrumental in 
helping bring Pinsky, a former national Poet Laureate, to 
the Mason campus.

He published numerous pieces of short fiction, five nov-
els, and two nonfiction books, and he also was well known 
as a regular book reviewer for National Public Radio.

English Department chair Debra Lattanzi Shutika said 
at the time of his death, “Alan was the embodiment of our 
department ideal, a dedicated teacher and mentor, and a 
prolific writer. Alan was a source of inspiration for his stu-
dents and in so many ways helped define Mason’s Creative 
Writing Program. His absence will be felt by all.” 
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In Memoriam: raja Parasuraman

George Mason University mourns the loss of 
University Professor Raja Parasuraman, who 
died on March 22, 2015. Parasuraman served as 

the director of the Human Factors and Applied Cognition 
Program and the director of the Center of Excellence in 
Neuroergonomics, Technology, and Cognition in Mason’s 
Department of Psychology. Prior to Mason, he held 
appointments as professor and associate professor of psy-
chology at the Catholic University of America, Washington, 
D.C., and as a postdoctoral fellow and assistant research 
professor at the University of California, Los Angeles. He 
received a BSc (1st Class Honors) in electrical engineering 
from Imperial College, University of London (1972) and 
a PhD in psychology from Aston University, Birmingham, 
UK (1976).

Parasuraman’s areas of scholarship were human fac-
tors, which studies the ways in which humans interact 
with machines, and cognitive neuroscience, which con-
siders how the physiological structure of the brain affects 
our ability to acquire knowledge and understanding. In 
particular, Parasuraman looked at how human attention, 
memory, and vigilance affect performance when people 
work with automated and robotic systems. He coined the 
term “neuroergonomics,” which he defined as understand-
ing the mind by studying the brain (neuroscience) and 
understanding the mind in relation to work and technol-
ogy (ergonomics). His research included work on automa-
tion, aviation, and aging, and it considered how theoretical 
principles concerning human interaction with mechanical 
systems could be applied to solving practical problems.

His list of honors is substantial. He served as a 
member of the National Research Council’s Panel on 
Human Factors (Board on Human-Systems Integration), 
including serving as its chair. He was on the editorial 
board of numerous journals. He was elected a fellow 
of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, the American Psychological Association, the 
American Psychological Society, the Human Factors and 
Ergonomics Society, and the International Ergonomics 
Association, and was a national associate of the National 
Academy of Sciences. 

He was the recipient in both 1997 and 2001 of the Jerome 
H. Ely Award for best paper in the journal Human Factors. 
He received the Franklin V. Taylor Award for Lifetime 
Achievement in Applied Experimental and Engineering 
Psychology from the American Psychological Association 
(Division 21). He received the Paul M. Fitts Education 
Award from the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 
for his mentorship of students, and was later awarded the 

Outstanding Faculty Award from the State Council for 
Higher Education for the State of Virginia. He received 
the inaugural Raymond S. Nickerson Award for Best 
Paper in the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied by 
the American Psychological Association, and the Admiral 
Kollmorgen Spirit of Innovation Award for Contributions 
to Neuroergonomics from the Augmented Cognition 
Technical Group of the Human Factors and Ergonomics 
Society. He was recognized with the Triennial Outstanding 
Educators Award from the International Ergonomics 
Association and the Celebration of Scholarship Award 
from the College of Humanities and Social Sciences at 
George Mason University.

Deborah Boehm-Davis, dean, College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, had the opportunity to work with 
Parasuraman as a faculty member and later as the chair 
of the Psychology Department. “Raja was an incredible 
scholar,” she says. “More importantly, perhaps, he was an 
incredible mentor, both to students and his colleagues. He 
led by example, and he set the bar high.” 
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Forensic Psychology: Minor and 
Concentrations in the Bs and BA

Forensic psychology is where the science of the mind 
meets criminal justice. More specifically, it is “any-
thing psychology-related having to do with the 

criminal justice system and/or the psychology related to 
homeland security,” says Justin Ramsdell, faculty member 
in the Department of Psychology. This aptly describes the 
new forensic psychology minor and concentrations being 
offered at George Mason University in fall 2016.

Since the passage of the Community Mental 
Health Act in the 1960s, state mental hospi-
tals have closed and community-based 
mental health care facilities have taken 
their place. But resources to care for 
those affected by this change have 
not followed the shifts, and indi-
viduals diagnosed with mental ill-
ness have landed in the criminal 
justice system. Police officers, as 
the first point of contact with the 
system, need an understanding of 
severe mental illness to perform their 
jobs effectively. In fact, notes Ramsdell, 
every local law enforcement agency has insti-
tuted mandatory training on issues related to mental 
health for all officers.

Ramsdell is a licensed clinical psychologist and 
the architect of the new forensic psychology program. 
Describing himself as a “forensic generalist,” he brings his 
considerable experience to the curriculum, drawing on his 
background as an expert witness consultant and a trainer 
for government law enforcement agencies and local police 
crisis intervention teams. 

“I try and bring in everything that I’ve done,” he 
explains. “Luckily, I’ve had maximum security prison, 
maximum security mental hospital, jail, homeland secu-
rity, and private-sector [experience]. The content of the 
minor is drawn from that experience.”

Forensics has become a growing field for psychology 
majors as well, as it provides knowledge on assessment of 
mental competency, criminal responsibility, and risk of 

recidivism, and aids in child custody cases or jury selec-
tion consulting. 

“If you’re a psych-minded person and you want a job in 
parole, probation, or in a jail, or you want to go into social 
work but you like community mental health work, then 
you need to understand forensic psychology,” he says.

The program requires introduction to psychology 
and abnormal psychology courses that serve as a base for 

understanding future concepts. An introduction 
to forensic psychology and a course on men-

tal illness in the criminal justice system 
are also requirements. The program 

rounds out with electives, including 
an introduction to criminal jus-
tice, lab opportunities, a course 
in the psychology of the victim 
experience, a course on the use of 

pseudoscience in forensic psychol-
ogy, and neurobiology of criminal 

behavior.
The minor is designed for students 

to encounter and learn from real-world 
experience. In the course on mental illness and 

the criminal justice system, students meet with vari-
ous participants in the system: a police officer trained in 
crisis de-escalation, mental health staff from a local jail, a 
public defender, a prosecutor, a victims’ sentencing advo-
cate, and parole and probation personnel. They comment 
on the cases discussed in class and exchange views with 
the students. In the course on the psychology of the vic-
tim experience, students hear interviews from survivors of 
such crimes as child abduction, assault, domestic violence, 
and murder, and apply psychological theory directly to 
these cases. 

The program is designed for students to understand 
real-world issues of the court system and how mentally ill 
people function within it, explains Ramsdell. 

“I wanted our graduates to solve a problem,” he says. “I 
want them to be able to go do something useful and change 
cultures within organizations.” 
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Digital Public Humanities  
online Graduate Certificate

Last spring, the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History 
and New Media (RRCHNM) launched—in col-
laboration with the Smithsonian Associates—a 

unique online program for a graduate certificate in digital 
public humanities. 

Digital tools and resources are transforming the pro-
cess of research, interpretation, and communication. This 
graduate certificate trains students in a wide range of digi-
tal tools that are in increasingly high demand in humani-
ties careers. Students learn research and presentation 
skills, including text mining, topic modeling, data visu-
alization, and mapping. They explore innovative ways to 
advance teaching and learning while developing skills in 
digital curation, writing, and content strategy. 

The 15-credit program is designed for recent graduates 
and experienced humanities professionals, giving them 
the skills and credentials to advance in a variety of careers, 
including education, museum and archival work, librari-
anship, journalism, and publishing. As all required courses 
for the certificate are available entirely online, RRCHNM 
notes that it can easily be combined with George Mason 
University’s master’s degree program in history. Students 
have the ability to create a flexible academic schedule that 
fits their needs.

Nine of the program’s credits come from classwork: 
Introduction to Digital Humanities, Digital Public History, 
and Teaching and Learning History in the Digital 
Age. The classes are taught by members of the staff of 
RRCHNM, leading digital humanities scholars at the 
forefront of presenting and preserving history through 
digital media and technology.

The final six credits are earned through an intern-
ship with the Smithsonian Institution. The internship is 
designed to allow students to gain experience in applying 
their newly attained tools and skills to digital projects with 

the Smithsonian. Internships are coordinated remotely, 
allowing students to work from any location.

The program combines theory and practice to develop 
students’ skills in digital curation, writing, and content 
strategy, enhancing their professional portfolios through 
digital course work. It offers the opportunity to network 
with fellow students, historians, and public history profes-
sionals from around the world, exploring innovative and 
effective ways to advance teaching and learning in the 
humanities through digital tools.
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Humanities and Social Sciences: 
Moving Faster, Farther  
with George Mason University
By Anne Reynolds

This year, George Mason University announced the 
public phase of its historic comprehensive cam-
paign, Faster Farther. No longer an up-and-comer, 

Mason has arrived. The institution that started as a concept 
and an experiment 45 years ago is now the largest public 
research university in Virginia with a world-class faculty 
providing an outstanding education to one of the country’s 
most diverse student bodies. Mason has moved faster and 
advanced farther than anyone anticipated. And the univer-
sity is just getting started. The campaign seeks to celebrate 
and build on this success, providing resources to support 
its award-winning faculty, diverse student body, and thriv-
ing campus. With a $500 million goal, the campaign has 
raised $363 million at Cornerstone’s press time. 

Conceived as an institution that would add to the intel-
lectual and cultural life of the Northern Virginia region, 
Mason has grown from an offshoot of the University 
of Virginia, holding classes in an old elementary school 
building, to a thriving center of education, an economic 
engine, and a powerhouse among research universities. 
Through this growth, the university has maintained its 
primary mission of serving students and the Northern 
Virginia community, and has expanded its impact to the 
nation and the world. This history is a solid foundation, 
and these achievements are only the beginning.

Mason’s comprehensive campaign puts the university’s 
students, research, and campuses at its center. For students, 
the university seeks to expand resources for financial aid, 

online learning, and career support. For research, the uni-
versity aims to keep and add to its outstanding faculty, fos-
ter their research initiatives in all areas of scholarship, and 
expand opportunities for faculty-led student research and 
experiential learning.

Finally, the campaign recognizes that the university’s 
campuses in Fairfax, Arlington, and Prince William 
County represent assets to the communities in these areas, 
and seeks to enhance its physical spaces for the arts, athlet-
ics, and cultural life, as well as scholarship.

Running through 2018, the Faster Farther campaign 
invites the university’s alumni, students, faculty, staff, and 
friends to support the continued growth of George Mason 
University, and to come along as it travels faster and far-
ther into its future as a vital, integral part of the Northern 
Virginia community that it serves for the benefit of our stu-
dents, our commonwealth, and our world.

FaSTEr, FarTHEr wITH 
HumaNITIES aNd SOCIal SCIENCES
The Faster Farther Campaign recognizes that each of 
George Mason’s colleges and schools are important com-
ponents of its growth so far and are vital to its future 
success. The College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
enthusiastically supports the university’s efforts and looks 
forward to working with the entire Mason community to 
further its priorities in tandem with Mason’s. 
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Kevin Augustyn, the college’s new director of devel-
opment, sees outstanding humanities and social sciences 
education and research as integral parts of the positive 
growth of George Mason University (meet Kevin, right). 

“The humanities and social sciences are not luxuries, but 
necessities, when it comes to a complete education,” he 
says. “They are absolutely the best way to develop a stu-
dent’s skill at thinking critically, communicating clearly, 
and gaining the intellectual flexibility that is needed to 
address our society’s national and global problems.”

Along with positioning the college firmly within the 
university’s course for growth, Augustyn and his develop-
ment team have outlined specific funding priorities within 
the college.

THE dEaN’S ENdOwmENT  
FOr FaCulTy ExCEllENCE
The college’s outstanding faculty is at the very heart of the 
education and experience it offers to its students. We are 
highly motivated to bring on and keep top-quality schol-
ars in the college—scholars whose experiences, research, 
and teaching acumen will provide first-rate education 
to our students. As the largest of Mason’s colleges, the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences plays a role in 
the education of every student of the university. We hope 
to support our faculty’s teaching and research by funding 
opportunities for professional development and strategic 
salary increases for our current faculty, and by extending 
competitive offers to our future faculty members. Toward 
this goal, the dean has invested a previously unrestricted 
gift of $1.5 million in a new endowment, hoping that oth-
ers will match such generosity. 

THE dEaN’S ENdOwmENT  
FOr GraduaTE STudIES
The college seeks to attract a strong cadre of the next gen-
eration of scholars, making it a nationwide destination for 
the most promising students. This new endowment, once 
again seeded with a $1.5 million gift, will offer funding 
for our master’s and doctoral candidates as they further 
their education at Mason. We compete with a number of 
other institutions for our graduate students and we hope 
to match the efforts of these competitors by offering 
increased funding for our top PhD candidates and gener-
ous scholarship opportunities for our MA students.

THE JamES BuCHaNaN  
lEGaCy CampaIGN
James M. Buchanan, distinguished professor emeritus of 
economics and founder of Mason’s Center for Study of 

C O l l E G E  w E l C O m E S  N E w  C H I E F  
O F  d E v E l O p m E N T  T E a m

have you met the college’s new director of development, Kevin 
augustyn?

Coming on board in spring 2015, Kevin brings to the college a wealth 
of nonprofit executive leadership and development experience. More 
importantly, he has a lifetime appreciation of the humanities and social 
sciences—an appreciation furthered through his own scholarship: he 
holds a Ba in philosophy and an Ma in theology. he is currently at the  
dissertation phase of work for his phd in medieval history. 

he relishes the fact that his role at the college operates at the intersec-
tion of the development work he has done and his academic interests. “I 
am intrigued by the humanities,” he says. “literature, history, philosophy, 
theology, and the interplay between culture and religion; these disci-
plines have so much to offer contemporary society, and I look forward to 
playing a part in the college’s work to educate students in them, as well 
as in the social sciences. psychology, sociology, anthropology, criminol-
ogy, communication—what they have in common is how we as people 
connect with one another, and I can’t think of a more critical mission in 
education.”

since his arrival at Mason, Kevin has warmed to the task of building a 
development team while learning about the university, the college, and 
its alumni and friends. “I love the part of this job that lets me meet with 
people who share our goals,” he explains. “When I can connect a donor’s 
generosity with a meaningful cause, promoting good works for the ben-
efit of others, it’s a huge success for everyone involved.

“that’s what makes the job so satisfying.” 

continued on next page
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Public Choice, was a pioneering economist whose theory 
of economic and political decision making (widely known 
as public choice theory) made him the first faculty member 
of George Mason University to receive the Nobel Prize in 
Economic Sciences, in 1986. In his honor, the college seeks 
to renovate and rename Mason Hall to reflect his contribu-
tions to the university. This location will house the entire, 
highly regarded Department of Economics within a cen-
tral place on Mason’s Fairfax Campus. The fund will also 
renovate and expand the existing James Buchanan House, 
on the eastern edge of the Fairfax Campus, as a study and 
conference center. 

THE CENTEr FOr HISTOry  
aNd NEw mEdIa
The Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media 
uses digital media to bring history to life. In its 20-plus 
years of award-winning work, the center has developed 
more than 60 projects, including educational resources 
and courses for all levels of learners; open-source soft-
ware, online exhibits, and collecting sites; and forums to 
develop knowledge and build community among those in 
the humanities working with digital technology.

The center works with educators to excite students 
about learning about the past. Its aim is to make history 
accessible to all, not just to experts. And its open source 
tools serve researchers, educators, and libraries in their 
efforts to uncover and relate the bottom line of history.

THE CENTEr FOr THE 
advaNCEmENT OF wEll-BEING
The Center for the Advancement of Well-Being promotes 
the science and the practices that can lead to a life of vital-
ity, purpose, and resilience. This interdisciplinary center 
is housed in the college, but it serves the university and 
Mason’s broader community through programming that 
emphasizes the tools to thrive in a world of complexity and 
uncertainty.

These specific areas for development all interlink with the 
college’s defining belief: that the insight and intellectual 
flexibility taught through the study of the humanities and 
social sciences offers students the best preparation for a 
lifetime of career success and continued learning.

As this lifetime learning never ends, the college seeks 
to maintain ties to its vibrant network of alumni, near and 

far. We ask alumni to share information 
about themselves in profiles that we can 
add to the web pages of our programs. We 
seek involvement with our alumni chap-
ter to connect with the college’s students 
and fellow alumni. And, by participating 
in the Faster Farther Campaign, we offer 
our alumni the opportunity to play a role 
in the continued growth of the college and 
its programs. 

“As the college’s offerings adapt and 
expand to meet the challenges and needs 
of today’s society,” explains Augustyn, 

“the study of the humanities and social sci-
ences remains grounded in the wisdom of 
our history and culture. In these rapidly 
changing and uncertain times, when it’s 
hard to find common ground, people are 
hungry for values. These enduring values 
can be found in the humanities and social 
sciences, and we look forward to growing 
along with the university to fully address 
the challenges that face our students and 
our community.”

Faster, Farther, continued from page 7
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Senior Harmain rafi,  
at home at mason  
and at home in a 
research laboratory.

Finding Unexpected Answers
By Anne Reynolds

Harmain Rafi, a senior neuroscience major from 
Alexandria, Virginia, grew up loving science. In 
high school, she patiently tolerated her father’s 

gentle nudges toward a career in medicine while she took 
advantage of summer science classes and a full load of 
advanced placement courses. It was in one of these classes 
she discovered a penchant for psychology. 

The combination of science and psychology led Rafi to 
neuroscience. When considering colleges, Rafi’s parents 
encouraged her to live at home, so she focused her search 
on local institutions. Mason’s Neuroscience Program 
attracted her, and she found that the university had a good 
balance of what she was looking for. “It far exceeded my 
expectations,” she says.

Rafi dove into research opportunities in her major, 
beginning in her freshman year. One key opportunity 
came through an internship with the Inova Health 
System, working with a neurosurgeon to study a medical 
device designed to control long-term lower back pain in 
patients. The aim of their study was to measure the effec-

tiveness of various types of electrodes in the device, and 
to compare different manufacturers’ products. The expe-
rience formed the basis of the presentation Rafi made 
in the 2015 Celebration of Student Scholarship spon-
sored by Mason’s Office of Student Scholarship, Creative 
Activities, and Research.

Rafi’s presentation, “Varying spinal cord stimulators 
and patient outcomes according to Oswestry Index scores,” 
involved a poster detailing the findings of her work with 
Inova and an oral presentation of the research to the judges 
and visitors at the celebration. In preparing the work, how-
ever, she faced a significant hurdle: The data they had col-
lected was inconclusive.

“The data collection agency [was not] getting every-
thing they were supposed to. You’re supposed to have basic 
information like, what’s the electrode, what’s the company, 
and how many points of contact [on each device],” Rafi 
explains. “Very nitty-gritty information that you need to 
have to evaluate something like this, but unfortunately, 

continued on next page
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whoever was [managing] the database wasn’t taking care 
of it.” 

But the flawed data held its own lessons. “That’s what I 
presented at the symposium,” explains Rafi. “Even though 
I wasn’t able to get conclusive data . . . this is the reality of 
research. You’re not always going to have nice, clean data, 
but regardless, you will always learn something from every 
research [project] you do.”

Rafi presented the data she had, explained its limita-
tions, and made suggestions for obtaining better infor-
mation in the future. She wound up winning the Dean’s 
Undergraduate Research Award, which is given in recog-
nition of an outstanding poster presentation. 

“It’s confirmation that I’m in the right field,” she says. 
“If I can be happy about not having the perfect answer, it 
shows that I’m in the right place.”

In the fall of her junior year, an advisor from the 
Neuroscience Program told Rafi the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) was searching for a student to help 
in one of their labs. Rafi credits her research experience 
at Mason for her success in obtaining the position. What 
started as a once-a-week role consisting of “basic helping 
out,” soon evolved into a full-time, paid summer intern-
ship. Despite the challenge of a 40-plus mile commute 
from her home to Silver Spring, Maryland, she has thrived 
in the federal research environment.

Rafi’s work with the FDA centers on mild traumatic 
brain injuries. She has been able to participate in a publica-
tion on the subject and has presented findings in an FDA 
symposium. “That was really fun,” she says. “Our deputy 
director came by my poster and he was rapid-firing ques-
tions and I was politely rapid-firing answers and it was 
pretty exciting to actually know enough to answer all of 
the questions.” 

As convocation nears, Rafi has been offered a full-time 
position with the FDA for the coming summer. She con-
siders it “a really big honor that they see me as a valuable 
person enough to want me to return.” But the job is only 
one of several possible paths for Rafi. At the time of this 
Cornerstone publication, she is waiting to hear from the 
medical schools to which she has applied. 

Rafi credits an event in high school for sparking 
thoughts of a medical career. During a visit to Pakistan, 
she became quite ill with pneumonia. Though she was 
born in Pakistan, Rafi grew up in the United States, and 
had become accustomed to the medical and insurance sys-
tem in this country. She found the clinic in Pakistan to be 
unnerving. 

“You couldn’t tell if this person was a real, licensed 
doctor,” she says, recalling that one man gave her a bag of 
medicine and simply said, ‘Here, take this.’ There was no 
label; it was literally a baggie with a zip lock.” The experi-
ence motivated her to try to find a way to help people in 
developing countries or other parts of the world: “People 
who help out the most have to be doctors.”

Wherever Rafi’s future may lead, she is certain about 
one thing: She wants to make the way easier for those who 
follow in her footsteps.

“In my family,” she says, “I will be the first to have a 
bachelor’s and the first to go [further] into higher educa-
tion. I don’t have a model to look up to, so I’ve been carving 
my way the entire time . . . . I really want to be able to make 
something of myself and come back to Mason. Because I 
love the idea of being a college student and going off to talk 
to elementary school students or even other freshmen, and 
tell them, don’t worry, as long as you can put your mind to 
it, you can do it.” 

Student Profile, continued from page 9
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Eric Johnson, MA ’05

The reading rooms  
at the Folger 
Shakespeare library  
welcome researchers 
from around the world.

Mason Alumnus Makes shakespeare 
Available to All

The venerable Folger Shakespeare Library stands 
squarely in a city of monuments, situated among illus-
trious neighbors on Capitol Hill in Washington, 

D.C. The U.S. Capitol dome dominates the view to the west, 
and the Library of Congress and Supreme Court building 
round out the neighborhood. 

Even among this eminent company, the Folger shines 
with its own history and purpose. Dedicated in 1932, it 
houses books, writings, art, and countless other items 
that date back to the beginning of printing, through the 
English Renaissance, and into the early modern period of 
the late 18th century. Its collection is vast, and at its center 
is the study of the work and times of William Shakespeare.

The Tudor interior of the building, featuring a Great 
Hall and two ornate reading rooms, welcomes visitors 
from around the world and offers a quiet atmosphere that 
inspires scholarly undertakings. Below ground, vaults and 
shelves that extend the length of a city block house works 
that date from the 1400s, including the world’s largest col-
lection of Shakespeare’s First Folios, a volume compiled in 

1623 that contains almost all of his plays, half of which had 
never been printed before.

This monument to antiquity is staffed by a team of pro-
fessionals whose mission is anything but antique. Among 
them is Eric Johnson, MA ’05, the Folger’s first director of 
digital access. Charged with management of the Folger’s 
diverse digital programs, Johnson weds technology with 
the humanities to bring the abundance of these collec-
tions to new audiences online. 

Johnson holds a bachelor’s degree in history and a mas-
ter’s degree in English—an educational background one 
might conclude is a direct and expected link to a library 
career. But as the Folger is no ordinary library, Johnson’s 
path to it was no conventional journey. 

Johnson graduated from James Madison University 
with a degree in history and put his college media experi-
ence and writing skills to work with the Arlington Catholic 
Herald. It was with the Herald, in the mid-1990s, that he 
first explored the idea of bringing digital technology and 
writing together.

continued on next page
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Eric Johnson, ma ’05, 
points out details of a 
Shakespeare folio (top) 
and quarto publication 
in the underground 
vault of the Folger 
Shakespeare library.

“I’d always messed around with computers because 
my dad worked with computers,” he says. “I saw that the 
web was emerging and I thought [the Herald] should have 
a website.” He proposed the idea to his editor, offered to 
build the site himself, and soon found that technology had 
become a significant part of his job.

Johnson continued to build his inventory of technical 
skills by operating websites for a trade association, and later 
for the Washington Times and United Press International. 
He moved to a position with the U.S. Department of State, 
working on internal and external content-driven websites, 
and managed project teams for several web development 
firms. While furthering his career, Johnson was also fur-
thering his education, earning a master’s degree in English 
from George Mason in 2005. 

As part of his master’s thesis project, Johnson devel-
oped Open Source Shakespeare, a free, online database 
that allows users to search digital versions of the author’s 
complete works. He began work on the site while he was 
stationed in Kuwait with the U.S. Marine Reserve in sum-
mer 2003, after being attached to an infantry unit in Iraq. 
Back in the United States, he continued to build it while rid-
ing the Washington, D.C., Metrorail to and from his work 
as a web developer. Since its release in 2004, the site has 
received more than 46 million page views, and remains one 
of the most popular Shakespeare sites on the web.

Johnson’s extensive web experience and his interest in 
Shakespeare came together when he learned from a source 
at the Folger that the library was creating the director of 
digital access position. During his interview for the job, a 
library director told Johnson that he’d used Open Source 
Shakespeare as a resource in writing his most recent book. 
Johnson has served as the library’s director of digital 
access since 2013. 

He has found it to be a satisfying balance of his web-
related, organizational, and intellectual interests. “I was 
very grateful that I was able to find a job that allows me to 
use my managerial and leadership skills along with partici-
pating in the intellectual life of the organization,” he says. 

“And now I get to interact with all kinds of people who are 
interested in Shakespeare and the early modern era.”

Johnson’s work makes the treasures of the Folger 
accessible to all of the library’s audiences: researchers, 
Shakespeare enthusiasts, theater-goers, K-12 students and 
teachers, and university instructors. He enjoys the chal-
lenge of creating technical structures that support and 
frame such important subject matter. 

The challenge is in finding the balance in creating the 
framework that makes the content easily accessible. “If you 
focus too much on the grist, the substance,” he explains, 

“you’re going to end up with something that’s technically 
weak, probably something that is not very well designed, 
won’t attract an audience, and will probably collapse over 
a number of years because it wasn’t well designed. And the 
world will pass it by.”

Visit Open Source Shakespeare at www.opensource-
shakespeare.org.

 

Alumni Profile, continued from page 11
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prOFESSOr KING’S STudENTS,  
GraduaTING SprING 2016

afra ahmad
Dissertation Title: Context Matters: Uncovering Factors Influencing 

Charges of Religious Workplace Discrimination
Employment Post-Graduation: Assistant Professor of Management, 

Zayed University in Dubai, UAE

alex lindsey
Dissertation Title: Explaining for Whom, How, When, and Why Diversity 

Training Works
Employment Post-Graduation: Assistant Professor, Psychology 

Department, School of Science at Indiana University–Purdue 
University Indianapolis

Isaac Sabat
Dissertation Title: Disclosure Dissonance: The Impact of Behavioral, 

Attitudinal, and Environmental Inconsistencies on Identity Management 
Outcomes

Employment Post-Graduation: Assistant Professor, Industrial/
Organizational Psychology and Diversity Sciences, Texas A&M 
University

Eden King

Promoting Advancement  
In and out of the Classroom
By Laura Powers

George Mason University psychology professor 
Eden King believes that one of the biggest drivers 
of social inequality is access to quality employ-

ment and career advancement opportunities. While many 
organizations are dedicated to a positive and opportunity-
driven environment for all people irrespective of gender, 
ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation, intolerance has 
not disappeared completely. King’s research is focused on 
identifying what discrimination looks like in today’s work-
place, how to dissolve it, what effect discrimination has  
on employees, and, ultimately, its effect on the success of 
an organization.

“I’ve always been interested in social equality,” King 
says, “and I realized that people spend most of their lives at 
work. I felt it was a particularly meaningful place to study 
inequality.”

For the past year, King and her students conducted 
research, funded by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, looking at diversity in a team atmosphere. 
Observing people’s interpersonal dynamics using some of 
the latest technology, King evaluated more than 80 teams 
by using wearable sensors to record their conversation and 
movement patterns. While her research on this subject is 
not yet complete, she hopes the results will help identify 
intervention strategies to help overcome the challenges 
that can occur in a diverse work environment. This type of 
research, King says, has and will continue to help demon-
strate how even small, subtle intolerance affects a person 
more greatly than an overt discriminatory action. 

King’s research and teaching ideology are both rooted 
in a similar goal—advancing the careers of others. Having 
experienced the positive effect of a strong mentor herself, 
King says she always teaches with the intention to provide 
the best mentoring she can in order to elevate her students’ 
research and ideas. 

This spring, three of the PhD candidates King oversees 
will graduate pending the presentation of their dissertations 
on a variety of topics that all have issues of diversity at their 
core. All three students have obtained jobs in higher educa-
tion that they will begin after graduation, and they credit 
King’s support for much of their success, noting her con-
tinual guidance, selflessness, and dedication to her students. 

King joined Mason’s Department of Psychology in 
2006 after earning her PhD in Industrial Organizational 
Psychology from Rice University. Her dedication to social 
justice and the advancement of her students has earned her 
several awards including the Louise Kidder Early Career 
Award from the Society for the Psychological Study of 
Social Issues (2010), the Rising Star Award from the State 
Council of Higher Education for Virginia (2011), the 
Society for IO Psychology’s LGBT Research Award (2013), 
and the OSCAR Mentor Award from Mason (2013). 

In 2011, she published her first book titled How Women 
Can Make it Work: The Science of Success, and is she is now 
co-editing the Oxford Handbook in Discrimination at Work. 
She recently received a grant from the Society for Human 
Resource Management, for which, in January, she began 
research on how age diversity impacts mentoring relation-
ships. She was be inducted as a fellow in the Society for 
Industrial Organizational Psychology in April. 
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not Just a night at the Movies
Film and Media studies Brings the World to Mason

Since 2007, the Film and Media Studies program 
has offered the Mason community a wealth of per-
spectives outside the confines of Fairfax, Virginia. 

Its Visiting Filmmakers Series has brought a wide diver-
sity of films to campus, exploring themes and images that 
are challenging, real, and timely.

Program director Cynthia Fuchs has been build-
ing and developing the series since its start. She sees it 
as a way to bring students in touch with artists who are 
keenly connected to their work.

“It was kind of my idea of what college could be,” she 
explains. “We find filmmakers from around the country 
who really have invested time and energy in a documen-
tary . . . there’s usually a very kind of personal stake in it.”

The subject matter of the films that come to campus 
reflects issues that are relevant to the community and 
are often suggested in concert with units throughout the 
university. Fuchs’s goal is to reach as many as possible.

“There’s a difference in being able to see and converse 
with somebody and have them share their work with 

you, and how they created their work, as opposed to 
looking at it on the internet,” she says.

Film and Media Studies offers an interdisci-
plinary minor with footings in the Department of 
Communication and Department of English, with other 
courses available through the Department of Modern 
and Classical Languages and the Film and Video Studies  
Program (a bachelor’s degree program housed within 
Mason’s College of Visual and Performing Arts).

This academic year, the Visiting Filmmakers Series 
has presented:
•	 Cheryl	Furjanic	with	Back on Board: Greg Louganis 

(2014)
•	 Marcelo	Torcida	with	Happy Those Who Cry (2014)
•	 Lyric	R.	Cabral	with	(T)Error (2015)
•	 Louie	Palu,	Kandahar Journals (2015)
•	 Benjamin	Steger	with	Stage Four: A Love Story 

(2014)
•	 Khalik	Allah	with	Field Niggas (2015)
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 1 olympic diver Greg louganis; Back on Board:  
Greg Louganis

 2 filmmaker Cheryl furjanic; Back on Board:  
Greg Louganis

 3 photo from Kandahar Journals

 4 photographer and filmmaker louie palu,  
Kandahar Journals  

 5 Mary Jo and George steger; Stage Four:  
A Love Story 

 6 Stage Four: A Love Story film series promotional 
poster featuring Mary Jo and George steger 

  7 photo from Field Niggas

 8 photo from Field Niggas 

 9 photographer and filmmaker Khalik allah,  
Field Niggas

 10 photo from (T)Error

 11 photo from (T)Error
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New Century College 
students visit Calvert 
Cliffs in maryland to 
search for myocene  
Era fossils. photo by 
Greg Justice, New 
Century College.
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The school of Integrative studies
New Century College Moves Forward with a New Name

By Carrie Drummond

Spring 2016 brings an important change to one of 
George Mason University’s most vital and forward-
looking academic components. With a bold eye 

to the future, New Century College (NCC) is changing 
its name. Effective May 2016, New Century College will 
become the School of Integrative Studies (SIS). For the 
academic unit that has always been at the forefront in edu-
cation, a new name is nothing . . . well . . . new.

With extensive survey and interview feedback from 

faculty, alumni, students, and partners, the unit selected a 
name that more accurately reflects the core of the school’s 
mission: the interdisciplinary, experiential research and 
study undertaken by its faculty and students. 

lOOKING BaCK
NCC started as an experiment in teaching pedagogy. 
Responding to a 1988 challenge from the Virginia General 

Assembly-appointed Commission on the University of 
the 21st Century, a team of Mason professors developed a 
curriculum built around integrative, experiential learning 
that would equip students to meet the changing workforce 
needs of the new century. 

The team called the new unit “New Century College,” 
and brought together scholars from different disciplines to 
craft innovative experiences that would foster hands-on 
learning outside the classroom. 

In a 2013 interview, NCC’s founding dean John 
O’Connor said, “We coalesced around the idea of a 
more pragmatic liberal arts—a liberal arts educa-
tion that would get you a job.” 

And it worked. Per program requirements, all 
NCC students graduate with at least 12 credits of 
experiential learning. The graduating class of 2014 
reported that 77 percent had internships, 28 per-
cent held leadership positions in an extracurricular 
group or club, and 19 percent had studied abroad. 
Additionally, 92 percent of fall 2013 incoming fresh-
men remained in the program their second year. 

A 1999 Washington Post article hailed NCC as a 
“standout model” and “beacon, leading the charge 
into the 21st century.”

FaST FOrward: a NEw Era 
NCC gained recognition as a leader in integrative 
teaching. Students found success in their careers 
and the unit carved its niche on the Mason campus. 

However, as NCC neared its 20th anniversary, 
many faculty members and students felt the name 

“New Century College” did not resonate beyond the year 
2000. It didn’t convey the variety of research and learn-
ing taking place in the college’s diverse concentrations, 
which range from childhood studies and applied global 
conservation, to legal studies and social justice and human 
rights. NCC needed a name that captured its multifaceted 
programming. 
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above, New Century 
College students tour 
the washington, d.C., 
Newseum’s exhibit  
on media coverage  
of elections.

left, students  
participate in the  
construction of mason’s 
Innovation Food Forest, 
a patriot Green Fund 
project to create a 
campus permaculture 
garden.

NCC faculty chair Paul Gorski 
says, “Before we can address social, 
environmental, or other problems, 
we have to equip ourselves with the 
knowledge and skills we can only cul-
tivate by looking at those problems 
from a variety of angles, informed by a 
variety of experiences. With the name 
change we are doubling down on this 
commitment through innovative 
courses and programs.”

Kelly Dunne, interim associ-
ate dean of NCC, explains that the 
name “School of Integrative Studies” 
describes the way students learn in 
this unit. “Students use different tools 
and techniques to tackle contempo-
rary challenges,” she says. “The new 
name creates a broad foundation 
for this multiplicity of disciplines 
and research to collaborate—ulti-
mately benefitting our entire campus 
community.” 

“The original NCC developed a unique and powerful 
pedagogy, and our new School of Integrative Studies cap-
tures that unique student experience. Our name is not just 
what we teach, but how we teach,” says Greg Unruh, the 
Arison Professor of Values Leadership. 

He continues, “The term ‘integrative studies’ crystal-
izes our core methodology of experiential, cross-sectoral 
approaches to learning that will enable our students to 
address the pressing social and environmental challenges of 
the 21st century. Our track record demonstrates the mod-
el’s success through the students we attract, the research 
they conduct, and the jobs they secure after graduation.” 

Term associate professor Al Fuertes says, “I think the 
new name is more advantageous to our graduates when 
conducting their job searches. The term ‘integrative stud-
ies’ has more meaning to employers. Our students are 
well-rounded and prepared to address the complexity of 
the challenges they will face in the workplace. In employ-
ment that’s becoming more situational, an integrative 
background is very beneficial.”

Following its launch, SIS will remain housed within the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences, and continue 
to offer its hallmark liberal arts-based education, encour-
aging students to pursue their academic passions. The 
majors, minors, concentrations, and programs created by 
NCC will remain the same. 
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Tuan Nguyen, BIS ’12, 
was a featured speaker 
at the program’s 
40th anniversary 
celebration.
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Bachelor of Individualized studies 
Program Celebrates 40 Years  
of Adult Learning opportunity
By Anne Reynolds

Mason’s diverse student body is a source of pride, 
something that sets us apart from many other 
colleges and universities. But did you know 

how far back that commitment to diversity goes?
In the early 1970s, at about the same time that Mason 

split from its former parent institution, the University of 

Virginia, the commonwealth mandated that every region 
develop a nontraditional adult education program. Mason 
made its first proposal for such a program in 1973, and 
after some adjusting, it was approved in May 1975. 

Mason’s Bachelor of Individualized Study Program  
was born.

From the start, the program has brought adult learners 
the opportunity to connect knowledge gained from life’s 
experiences to more traditional course work, with a com-

mitment to intensive advising all the way from admission 
to degree completion. The approach has been a real suc-
cess, with more than 3,000 graduates proudly bearing BIS 
degrees from George Mason.

Current and former students, faculty, and families 
gathered on November 7, 2015, to celebrate BIS’s first 
40 years. Program director Kenneth Thompson related 
the history of the program and welcomed alumnus Tuan 
Nguyen, BIS ’12, who described how the program was a 
part of his personal success story. Guests enjoyed an eve-
ning of music, food, and drinks, and Thompson described 
new innovations within BIS, such as the Saturday Transfer 
Transitions classes. These classes bring new students, fac-
ulty, and staff together twice a semester and include an 
alumni panel at the second meeting that gives students an 
opportunity to learn from BIS graduates’ experiences.

The university’s growth from 478 students in 1950 to 
more than 33,000 students today is one of the great suc-
cess stories in the recent history of higher education, says 
Thompson. “From the beginning,” he adds, “providing 
educational opportunities for the adult population in the 
area was a key part of Mason’s mission. With more than 
3,000 graduates, the BIS program is rigorous but flexible 
and prepares students for a world where people draw on 
the knowledge and skills of specialists from different fields 
to answer questions and solve problems. We are proud 
of the myriad contributions our graduates have made to 
Virginia and the region, and grateful for the students who 
have made the program what it is today.”

This article originally appeared on the website of the Bachelor of 
Individualized Study Program and the College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences.
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dean deborah a. 
Boehm-davis with 
yara El mowafy,  
Ba ’14, ma ’16,  
at the university’s 
 Celebration of 
Student Scholarship.

Culture of Discovery
Extraordinary Research throughout the University and within the College

By Anne Reynolds

A t George Mason University, 2006 will always be 
the “Year of the Final Four,” when Mason’s men’s 
basketball team surprised the nation with its 

remarkable success in the NCAA basketball tournament. 
The 2015-16 academic year may be forever celebrated as the 
“Year of Research.”

With less fanfare than accompanied its wins in the 
NCAA tournament, this year has seen Mason triumph in 
the world of research. First, it was named as an R-1 Doctoral 
University (Highest Research Activity) by the Carnegie 
Classification of Institutions in Higher Education. This is 
the highest research status available, shared by only 115 
universities nationwide, and its achievement was a signifi-
cant goal in Mason’s strategic plan. 

Second, the Council on Undergraduate Research 
awarded the university its 2015 Campus-wide Award for 
Undergraduate Research Accomplishment. This award 
recognizes institutions that demonstrate their commit-
ment to providing high-quality research programs to 
undergraduate students.

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences (CHSS) 
is proud to have contributed to both of these extraordinary 
achievements.

CarNEGIE ClaSSIFICaTION STaTuS
The Carnegie Classification, first published in 1973, uses 
data from U.S. colleges and universities to categorize 
them by research activity. These rankings are based upon 
a number of indicators, including research and develop-
ment (R&D) expenditures, research staff, doctorates 
awarded in the humanities, social sciences, STEM and 
other fields, per-capita R&D expenditures, and per-capita 
research staff. The rankings have been announced every 
five years since 2000. Mason’s advancement is based upon 
Carnegie’s 2015 calculation.

Research activity in CHSS played an important role in 
Mason’s new classification. Much of Carnegie’s analysis 
depends on how it actually classifies research expenditures. 
The classification breaks down R&D expenditures into 

two categories: Science and Engineering (S&E) and non-
Science and Engineering (non-S&E). 

In previous determinations, Carnegie categorized 
R&D expenditures for psychology and the social sciences 
as non-S&E research. This changed in the 2015 classifica-
tion where psychology and social science research were 
now categorized as S&E research.

This shift had a major effect on the figures that Mason 
reported. The S&E research expenditures reported in 
2008 (for use in the 2010 classification) were $42.8 mil-
lion. The S&E research expenditures reported in 2014 (for 
use in the 2015 classification) were bolstered by psychol-
ogy and social sciences, for a total of $85.5 million. An 
extremely impressive increase!

And the college’s contribution to Mason’s research mix 
doesn’t end there. The non-S&E research considered for 
the Carnegie Classification includes disciplines such as 
education, law, humanities, visual and performing arts, 
business and management, communication, journalism, 
library sciences, and social work. In the period between 

continued on next page
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the 2010 and 2015 rankings, non-S&E research expendi-
tures at George Mason University increased from $4.3 to 
$13.2 million. This noteworthy increase also contributed 
to Mason’s Highest Research Activity University status. 

Dean Deborah Boehm-Davis says, “Mason’s clas-
sification as a Highest Research Activity university is a 
success for the whole university. We are glad that our pro-
grams’ research initiatives contributed to George Mason’s 
achievement.”

a COmmITmENT TO 
uNdErGraduaTE rESEarCH
Mason has also been lauded for its commitment to under-
graduate research.

The Council on Undergraduate Research is a not-
for-profit consortium of more than 900 universities that 
advances undergraduate research opportunities. Mason 

recognizes and supports this important goal; when the 
council recognized Mason with its 2015 Achievement 
in Undergraduate Research Accomplishments Award, 
President Ángel Cabrera noted: “We encourage our stu-
dents to pursue research because it is one of the most effec-
tive and transformative learning experiences they can 
have . . . it is the greatest value a research university can 
offer a student.” 

University-wide undergraduate research is coordi-
nated by Mason’s Office of Student Scholarship, Creative 
Activities, and Research (OSCAR), which houses the 
Students as Scholars initiative. Bethany Usher, faculty 
member in the Department of Sociology and Anthro-
pology, is the director of the Students as Scholars initia-
tive, and has been selected to serve as the chair-elect of the 
undergraduate research directors division for the Council 
on Undergraduate Research, beginning in June 2016.

She welcomes the recognition of Mason’s efforts: “We 
are considered a leader for doing this, which is kind of 

Culture of Discovery, continued from page 19

Jesse Kirkpatrick Sheila Brennan Lincoln Mullen Rosemarie Zagarri Garry Sparks

NEw HumaNITIES rESEarCH FuNdEd By NEH

In March, the national endowment for the humanities announced $21.1 million in grants for a wide array of humanities proj-
ects. three of those grants have come to scholars related to the college.

Jesse Kirkpatrick, assistant director of Mason’s Institute for philosophy and public policy, received a grant as part of a new 
program: dialogues on the experience of War. he and a co-project director from the united states naval academy will develop 
discussion groups that will use the humanities to help veterans returning from war work through the moral, psychological, and 
spiritual impacts of their experience.

sheila Brennan, lincoln Mullen, and rosemarie Zagarri, faculty members with the department of history and art history and 
the roy rosenzweig Center for history and new Media, are developing “Mapping early american elections.” this project will 
visually interpret election data from 1787 to 1826, allowing researchers, journalists, educators, and private citizens to under-
stand voting patterns in the earliest days of the american political system.

Garry sparks, a faculty member in the department of religious studies, received a summer stipend grant to work on the trans-
lation of a 16th-century manuscript detailing a priest’s field notes taken among the Maya. the research could shed new light 
on our understanding of the Mayan civilization.
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exciting because we weren’t doing this at all five years ago.” 
She appreciates “that we took a program and actually had 
the university resources to be able to say it’s a priority and 
we’re going to do it the best way we can.”

In September 2015, Usher and Stephanie Hazel, act-
ing director of Mason’s Office of Institutional Assessment, 
addressed a National Academies of Science, Engineering, 
and Medicine committee dedicated to strengthening 
research experiences for undergraduates. They presented 
a study of participants in the Students as Scholars initia-
tive to assist the committee in its goal of making recom-
mendations on the assessment of undergraduate research 
nationwide. 

“What they are trying to get a handle on with this 
group,” says Usher, “is what are the outcomes we expect 
for undergraduate research?”

Usher explains that Mason defines three levels of stu-
dent research activity. Discovery level courses introduce 
students to the process of scholarship. In inquiry level 
classes, students learn more about the process of research 
and the importance of scholarship to society. Courses 
considered research and scholarship intensive include an 
original scholarly project in the course. 

Mason’s Students as Scholars initiative uses a rubric to 
measure a variety of outcomes based upon each level of 
research intensity. 

The university tracks students throughout their Mason 
academic careers and gains a picture of their learning 
experiences. The data confirm that students working one-
on-one and in research-intense environments rate the 
value of their research very highly in terms of their goals, 
plans, and attitudes about research, and their experience 
at Mason. 

Usher notes that these results are true for all students 
involved in research. “And that’s important because there 
is some idea that the process of science is somehow special 
when, in fact, we see it’s actually the process of research—
asking questions in a systematic way, whether or not it’s 
specifically termed in hypothesis testing and scientific 
method, or whether its more empirical, like working in a 
humanities field. We don’t see any difference in how stu-
dents perceive that. I really love the idea that the value for 
the students comes out no matter what the method of the 
research is.”

The undergraduate research experience at Mason is a 
selling point for the university, says Usher. “It’s now one 
of the points that admissions uses or stresses in their work,” 
she says. “They always walk people by [the OSCAR office] 
and talk about undergraduate research. And a lot of the 

students they pick as ambassadors are ones who have done 
research so they can talk about it.”

rESEarCH IN THE COllEGE
CHSS celebrates its students’ research each spring with its 
Undergraduate Research Symposium. The college was the 
first to hold such an event, says Usher.

“Since I teach in anthropology, I always have a couple 
students each year who participate,” she says. “So I just get 
to walk around, talk to students, and be proud of them. It’s 
really fun.”

The symposium has steadily grown since its start in 
2009. In 2015, students presented nearly 100 oral or poster 
presentations; their research findings mirrored the diver-
sity of the college’s academic departments. For example, 
the 2015 presentation topics included:
•	 The	Black	Student	Community,	the	National	Pan-Hellenic	

Council, and the Role that Knowledge of Family History 
Plays, Anthropology

•	 Civil	Society	and	Democratic	Consolidation:	Cases	from	
Egypt, Yemen, and Tunisia, Global Affairs

•	 Cocaine	&	Crime:	How	the	Retail	Price	of	Cocaine	Affects	
Criminal Activity, Economics

•	 How	Facebook	Feedback	Relates	to	Social	Connectedness, 
Communication

•	 Interruptions	Can	Alter	the	Perceived	Relationship	
between Certainty and Accuracy, Psychology

•	 Paradise	Revisited:	Conceptions	of	the	Divine	in	Dante	
and Morrison, English
Many of the presenters at the college’s symposium 

also participate in the university’s Celebration of Student 
Scholarship.

The college looks forward to continuing the growth of 
its research efforts, both among its faculty and its students, 
and to continuing to contribute to the university’s culture 
of discovery. 

“If our goal is not only to do authentic research at the 
university, but to also involve undergraduates so they 
learn better, then everybody wins,” says Usher.
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Gulag Wives:
NEH-Sponsored Research that Brings a Unique Group to Light

By Anne Reynolds

From the 1930s to the 1950s, the Soviet Union oper-
ated a system of forced labor camps known as the 
Gulag. These camps served two roles: as the Soviets’ 

penal system and, more notoriously, as tools of political 
repression. Many millions of people—convicted criminals 
and political prisoners—were relocated to the distant labor 
camps during this period. Many of these people never left.

Steven Barnes, a faculty member in the Department of 
History and Art History and in the Program in Russian 
and Eurasian Studies, is a specialist in the history of the 
former Soviet Union. 

His first book, Death and Redemption: The Gulag and 
the Shaping of Soviet Society, published by Princeton 
University Press in 2011, traces the Gulag system from its 

beginnings in 1917 through its decline following the death 
of Joseph Stalin in 1953. Death and Redemption places the 
Gulag within the structure of Soviet society, emphasiz-
ing its primary role as a penal institution designed to sort 
prisoners into those who would be “reeducated” through 
harsh forced labor and allowed to return to society, and 
those who would die in the camps and never return. 

Death and Redemption was awarded the Herbert Baxter 
Adams Prize from the American Historical Association, 
and the Baker-Burton Award from the European Section 
of the Southern Historical Association for best first book 
in European history. It was also shortlisted for the Central 
Eurasian Studies Society book prize. 

Barnes is now revisiting the Gulag with a new proj-
ect that examines a particular camp 
known as Alzhir and the unusual popu-
lation incarcerated there. The National 
Endowment for the Humanities has 
awarded him a fellowship for 2016-
17 to complete the book Gulag Wives: 
Women, Family, and Survival in Stalin’s 
Terror.

Gulag Wives describes a group of 
Soviet political prisoners that was 
arrested subject to a secret police order 
that targeted Soviet citizens designated 

“ChSIR,” or “family members of traitors 
to the Motherland.” These were family 
members—usually wives—of people 
who were targeted, imprisoned, and 
routinely executed for being enemies 
of the state during the “Great Terror” 
from 1937-38, when the Soviet state 
executed as many as 800,000 people in 
the course of about 18 months. Barnes 
explains, “They arrested them not for 
themselves supposedly being crimi-
nals, but just for having been married 
to this person who was arrested and in 
almost in every case, someone who was 
arrested and executed.”

Steven Barnes
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“They arrested them not for themselves supposedly being criminals, but just 
for having been married to this person who was arrested and in almost  

in every case, someone who was arrested and executed.”

“despair and 
Helplessness,” by 
sculptor Zhenis 
moldabaev, at the 
alzhir museum, 
Kazakhstan.

The prisoners who were arrested under this decree were 
a distinct group: They tended to be well educated and part 
of the Soviet elite. Sentenced to five to eight years, they 
were held in special camp subdivisions away from the gen-
eral camp population of thieves and prostitutes, although 
they faced the same brutal conditions: harsh cold, inad-
equate food and shelter, forced separation from their chil-
dren, and forced labor. Gulag Wives uses research from 
formerly top secret Soviet archives along with unpub-
lished letters, memoirs, and interviews of the former pris-
oners to tell the story of these women’s experiences.

Barnes appreciates the opportunities that the fellow-
ship offers. He completed the majority of his research dur-
ing a research leave several years ago, when he traveled to 
Russia and Kazakhstan to locate the archives and memoirs 
he needed. “This will give me the time to completely finish 
the manuscript,” he says. “The plan is by the end of that 
academic year, I’ll have the manuscript done and sent off 
to a publisher.”

Brian Platt, chair of the Department of History and Art 
History, was excited to hear the news of Barnes’s fellowship. 

“Barnes’ first book has already made him a leader in the 
study of the Gulag,” Platt says. “This fellowship will give 
him the time to finish the second book, which will estab-
lish him as the English-language authority on the subject.” 

Platt is also proud of this latest example of his depart-
ment’s success with earning NEH fellowships. “This par-
ticular grant program—year-long fellowships for tenured 
faculty—is intensely competitive. These fellowships are 
sought after by senior scholars at every university in the 
country. We’ve now been awarded eight of these in the last 
decade—almost twice as many as any other humanities 
department in the nation during that span.”

Barnes’s work will illuminate an important facet of a 
difficult chapter of Soviet history, told through the voices 
of the women who lived through it. Moreover, his research 
will touch on the ways in which the former Soviet Union 
faces and represents its own past. 
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alumnI
Minerva Abbas MAIS ’08
Lynn ’86 and Dave Abbot
Kelly Affeld ’90
Catherine Ahmadi ’10
Daniel Aiuto ’13
Kathy Albarado ’87, MAIS ’91
Rabia Ali ’07
Jennifer Allen PhD ’96
Joanne Allen ’75
Ana Alonso MA ’99 and Rei Berroa
Jessica Alvarado ’13
Karen Amendola MA ’91, PhD ’96
Zachary Amis ’98
Amanda Andere MPA ’05
Marguerite ’94  

and John Anderson
Martha MA ’90  

and William Anderson
Patty Anderson ’76, MA ’82
Michael Andrus ’03
Faye Anson ’05
David Apker ’81
Margarita Astorino ’89
Karen Atkins MA ’97
Robert Aung MS ’98
Hannelore Averna ’90, MA ’95
Marlene Aylor ’90
Carrington Bailey ’79
Ruth MA ’84 and Harold Baker
Jim Ball ’87
Sally ’03 and Franklin Ballinger
Christine Bamberger ’95
Russell Banks ’97
Katherine Barnoski ’95, MA ’04
Sandra Barreda ’04
Sheila Barrows ’84
Christina Bartlett ’13
Tierney Bates ’80
David Bauch ’95
Kathryn Bauch ’97
Mary Bauer MA ’90
Charles MA ’09 and Nora Bauland
Marie Baxter ’94
Maureen Bayne ’83
Joseph Bear MA ’79
Michael Bell ’73

Bethany Bennett ’09
Sandra Berger ’82
Frances Bernhardt MA ’92
Benjamin Bever MFA ’13
Melihate Binaku-Johnson ’11
Mary Jo MA ’03  

and Roland Binker
Stewart Bishop ’09, ’12
Karen Bisset ’76
Lorraine Bivins ’80
Blair Black ’96
Daniel Black ’96
Margaret Blasinsky ’93, MAIS ’97
Niambi ’02 and Oscar Blodgett
Erin Blondes ’02
Steve Bodmer ’03
Gail ’70, MPA ’82  

and David Bohan
Amy Bolling ’03
Dorothy Bollinger ’81
Behnam Bonyadian ’13
Yvonne Boston ’87
Karla Bradley ’76
Barbara Bramble ’69
Gary Braswell ’93, MA ’91
Susanne Breckenridge ’84
Susan ’78 and David Brennan
Margaret Brinig MA ’93, PhD ’94
Dorothy Britton ’90
Paula Brizee ’88*
Brien Brizendine ’96
Patricia Broadwater ’78
Joyce Brotton 92, MA ’94, ’96, 

DA ’02
Patrick Browand ’91
Abigail Brown MA ’03
Ann Bruen MA ’82
M Bruner ’80
Hannelore Brunner ’85
Valerie Bryant MAIS ’90
Robert Brzenchek ’04
Alice Buchanan MA ’01
Michael ’87 and Florence Bucierka
Anthony ’07 and Amanda Budny
Michael ’75 and Marcia Bull
Edmund ’87 and Molly Burke
Suzanne Burnell ’83

Joel Burns ’72
Friderike Butler ’13
George ’92 and Sarah Cabalu
Giovanni Calabro ’01
Michelle Calabro ’99, MEd ’06
Wanda Caldas Diaz MA ’86
Brenda Callaghan ’03
Kathleen Callahan MA ’08
Sean Callahan ’13
Ramon Camacho ’94
Olive Campbell ’73
Hunter Camper MA ’78
Dorothy Cannon ’88, MA ’96
Humberto Capurro ’14
Charlene Carey MA ’74
Robert Carlisle ’90, MA ’97
Bert Carmody ’72
Michele Carmody ’92
William MA ’94  

and Susanne Carnell
Ellen Carpenter MPA ’09
William Carpenter MA ’98, 

PhD ’10
Betsy Carr MA ’89
Susan Cary-Strickland MA ’87
Ginnie Castaneda ’86
Brian Castle ’95
Marguerite Cauley ’86
Grace Chae ’98
Judith Chamberlain MAIS ’99
Ashley Charlsen ’04
Jennifer Charney MA ’07
Shih-Yu Chen MA ’11
Dorothy Chisholm ’88
Dennis Cho ’14
Joel Christenson MA ’08
Karen Clark ’83
Kevin Clark ’12
Timothy ’87 and Jean Clark
Joanne Clarke Dillman PhD ’10 

and Bradford Dillman
Ashley Clayton ’03
Tanika Coates ’04
Julienne Cohen ’85
Chauncia ’09 and Anthony Collins
Moira MA ’91  

and Richard Connelly
Sylvia ’89 and B.J. Cook
Timothy Cooke ’08
Robert Corea ’02, MA ’07
William Corey ’81  

and Kathy Umbdenstock
Bruce Cork ’97
Amaranta Costa ’97
Frederick Costa ’98
David Costanza MA ’91, PhD ’96
Lawrence Costanzo ’86, MPA ’90

Christine MA ’86 and A. Coward
Nancy Croft ’77
Kathleen Crowley ’95
Robert Cushing ’71, MPA ’97
Gerard D’Alessandro ’70, MA ’76
Lanie D’Alessandro ’90
Erin Dagnall MA ’09
Renee ’92 and Anthony Dallman
Linda ’01 and Charles Daniels
Merrie David ’87
Jacqueline Davies ’05
Nora Davis ’13
AnnMarie ’76  

and Roderick DeArment
Craig ’91 and Casey Delaney
Catherine DeLano ’87
Gloria Denig ’82
Robert Denig ’75, MA ’79
John DePrima ’74
Rebecca Desalvo ’14
Bethany Dettwyler ’06
Richard Dickerson ’98
Kathleen Dickinson ’82
Coty Dickson ’69
Diane Dil ’93
Bill Dinh ’14
Carol Dockham MA ’09
Idalis Dominguez ’04
James Donahue ’07
Maria Dones-Urena ’05  

and Cenobio Urena
Mary ’90, MA ’95  

and John Donovan
Christopher Dorrington MA ’10
Donna Dow ’12
Tyrone Dowdy ’01, MS ’15
Kathryn Draper ’70
Helen Duffy ’92
Marianne Duffy ’81
Jeffrey Dunson ’78, MEd ’88
Danielle Eesley Amfahr ’93
Cynthia ’84 and Kenneth Ehinger
Brian Ehret MA ’93, PhD ’00
Sandra Eichorn ’84
Beverly Ellis ’74, MA ’93
Norbert Erickson ’73
Jaryell Espiritu ’07
Kristin Evans MPA ’12
John Fahey ’94
Barbara Falcone MEd ’82
Patricia ’86 and Richard Farthing
Lisa ’84 and Tom Faust
Lindsay Felix MFA ’08
David Felt ’74
Susan Ferguson ’88
Ivette Fis de Melo ’09
Virginia Fissmer ’94

Audrey Fleming ’83, MFA ’88
Lucile Fleming ’81
Ryan Fleming ’14
Christine Fletcher ’11
Kathleen Flood ’99
Carolyn Flores ’94
Linda Foreman ’77, MA ’79
Christian Forgione ’11
Claire Forman ’09, MPA ’14
Lia Forsythe ’11
Heidi Foster ’10
Helen Foster ’69
Thomas Foster ’69
Megan Fowler Cooke ’10
Evelyn Fox ’99
Sylvia Francis MA ’98
John MA ’79, MBA ’84  

and Elaine Frank
Peter Frank PhD ’05
Myrna Frantz ’77
Kimberly Freesland ’04
Catherine Frey ’76
Rathild Friedrich ’06
Teresa Fries ’93
Cande Fudge ’78
Mary Gallion MA ’89
Margaret Garguilo ’85
Stephen MA ’81  

and Barbara Garrity
Ruth ’97, MEd ’01  

and Victor Garza
Robert Gehl PhD ’10
Kenneth George ’86
Paul ’71 and Pam Gibert
Stephen MA ’84, PhD ’95  

and Donna Gladis
Annette Glisson ’99
Barbara Glover ’83
Carolyn MA ’79, MEd ’73, 

PhD ’95  
and Patricio Gomez-Foronda

David Goodrich ’90
Rosemary Goodwin ’72
Cynthia ’76 and William Gordon
Diane ’00 and William Gordon
Rose Gordon ’80, MA ’82
Inez Graetzer ’70
Jennifer Grandy ’01
Alexis Gray MA ’12
Burton ’95 and Yardly Gray
Kenneth MA ’90 and Gisella Green
Robert ’80, MS ’00  

and Angela Gregorits
Patricia Grimes MA ’93
Suzanne Grimsley MA ’81
Tasha Gross ’12
Nathaniel ’92 and Tara Guldseth
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Michael Gutierrez ’78
Janice Gygi ’74
Linda Habenstreit ’93  

and Neal Schiff
Simoh Habibi ’00, MA ’02, 

PhD ’07
Samantha Hagan Lingad ’06
Wendy Hahn MFA ’08
William Hahn ’96
Barbara Halberstam ’95
Eben Halberstam ’98
Marc Haley ’03
Justin Hall ’13
Laurissa Hall ’14
Richard Hall MA ’85, DA ’05
Dixiane Hallaj PhD ’06
Mona Hamoui ’99, MS ’11
Omar Haq ’13  

and Claudia Paganelli
Kamini Harduarsingh MA ’14
Janis Harless MEd ’79
Richard Harless MA ’04, PhD ’12
Helen Harris ’05
Netanya Hart ’04
Sheila Hartzell ’76
Linnea Hasegawa MA ’97
Geraldine ’85 and Kenneth Havran
Pamela Hawe ’93, MA ’03
David Hawkins ’92
Maryvonne ’80, MA ’91 and 

Howard Haynie
Donald Headley MAIS ’95
Royce MPA ’85 and Janet Helgemo
Ashley Helvak ’09
Yukiko MA ’87  

and Richard Henninger
Jeanne ’93, MEd ’96  

and Philip Hepperle
Adina Hernandez ’13
Douglas Herold ’88
Jane Hilder MA ’01
Patricia MFA ’92 and 

Christopher Hilton-Johnson
Elizabeth Hixon MA ’82
Thomas Hixon MBA ’78
Bac Hoang ’75
Enver ’70 and Deborah Hoff
Fred Holder ’89
Kathleen Holl ’14
Michelle Holland ’96
Thomas ’71 and Linda Holland
Margaret MA ’97 and Mack Holt
Carolyn Hoopes ’97
Michael MA ’81  

and Margaret Hoover
Helen Hope ’80
Kyle Hottinger ’94
Kit Hudson ’77
Lynn Huggins ’92
Barbara ’94 and Thomas Hughes
Christine Hughes ’71
Helen Hughes ’72
Robert Hugins MA ’14
Holly ’91, MA ’95 and Craig Hukill
Kyle Hunt ’11
Erica Hunter ’12
Asana Husibo ’94
Son Huynh ’07
Emilio Iasiello MFA ’98
Melisse Ilhan ’13

Michael Ingerick MA ’01
Michael Iovino ’93
Brian Jacknow ’04
Catharina Jacknow ’94
Krista Jackson-Foster ’77
Kate Jamison ’06
Guity Javedan ’83
Karen Johnson ’89
Elizabeth Jones ’85
James Jones MA ’02
Lolita Jones ’86, MPA ’00
Mark MA ’04 and Kelly Jones
Thomas Jones ’85
Thomas Jones JD ’96
Tracy Jones ’88
Jennifer Jonkers ’91
Raul Jordan-Smith ’08, MA ’10
James Joy DA ’01
Anjana KC ’14
Jeanie Kahnke ’90, MA ’99
Robert Kaiman MA ’81
Kerry Kaleba MAIS ’12
William Kamens ’95
Roshna Kapadia MA ’14
Mouna Karas ’95
Kristine Kaske-Martin ’93
Lauren Katchuk ’04
Mitchell Kato ’03
Nancy Kawtoski ’98
Mariam Kazemi ’06
Catherine Keefe ’91
Jessica Keener MA ’11
Maryann Kelley ’83
Catherine ’74 and William Kelly
Nicole Kemezis ’96
John Kendall ’88
Keith Kenny ’69 and Carole Duff
Anne Kerr ’71, MA ’90
Susan Kestner ’78
Wanda Keyes ’75, MA ’78  

and Richard Purdy
Denise Kfoury ’80
Claudia MEd ’96  

and Robert Kilmer
William King MA ’13
John Kleeb ’12
Barbara ’93 and Arthur Knauf
Jennifer ’00  

and Michael Komnenous
Georgia Korologos ’14
Kevin Kottman ’93
Cynthia Kozakewich ’82
Amy Kramer ’95
Phyllis ’87 and Frederick Krochmal
Wilfrieda Kulish MA ’85
Elaine MA ’85, PhD ’00  

and Rudolph Laine
Linda LaMarca MA ’94, PhD ’96
Lisa ’89, MA ’00 and Kevin Lander
Brianne LaPointe ’07
Daniel ’97 and Lorelei Lash
Tara Laskowski MFA ’06
Marlene Lass ’86
Daniel Lavery ’97
Sandra Lawrence MS ’87
Joan Lawson ’71, MEd ’83
Walter Lawson MS ’83
William Layden ’81
Daniel Lazenby ’91
Alain Le ’14

Minh Le ’92
Sarita Leassear ’90
Terry Lehman ’05
Patricia Leins ’05, MEd ’08, 

PhD ’14
Alexander Levine ’06
Kathryn MA ’00, PhD ’06  

and Peter Levit
Annette Lewis MA ’89
Bridget Lewis MA ’12
Tracee Lewis ’00, MEd ’06
Constance Li ’89
Anh-Dao Light ’94
Robert MA ’04  

and Geri Lightburn
Zhen Lin ’12
William Linden MA ’93
Blake Lingad ’05
Graeme Littler MA ’85, PhD ’87
Nicole Livas Tyler ’90  

and Jeffrey Tyler
Monica Llerena ’13
Kathleen Loftus ’96
Thomas Logan ’96
Christopher Long ’13
Jane Lonsdale ’76
Juan Lopez-Zeballos ’13
Catherine Loughran ’99
Leila Lucas ’84
Shawn Luehrsen ’09
Mark Madigan MA ’84
Ernestine MA ’95  

and George Magher
Jennifer Mahoney ’80, ’84
Jennifer Maloney MAIS ’12
Phyllis Maloy ’71
Tracey Marcelo ’89
Michelle Marks MA ’93,  

PhD ’98
Julie Marnell MEd ’13
Candice Marshall ’14
Alfred Martin ’75, MEd ’81
Ronald ’78 and Cheryl Martin
David Martinez ’80
Dale ’07 and Lisa Mast
Pamela Matthews ’91

Tjinta May ’84, MA ’94
Gerald Mazur ’98, MS ’07
Hillary Mazur MEd ’12
Sean McAlister DA ’99
Timothy McAndrew ’11
Francine McConnell ’92
James McConnell ’92
Trudy McCormack ’08
Frank McCraw MA ’79
Rebecca ’94 and James McDermott
Carrie McDonald ’92
Andrew McElwaine MA ’94
Deborah McGhee ’12
Mary McGillen ’82
Charles ’86 and Ellen McGrath
Karole MEd ’81  

and Homer McKalip
Denise ’93 and Richard McKinley
Kim McLeland ’71
Le-Nhung McLeland ’72
Susan ’03 and David McMunn
Marilid Mendez ’14
Kevin Metzger ’01
Patricia Milford ’75
Demaris ’79, MA ’85, PhD ’92 

and James Miller
Erin Miller ’07
Rosemary Miller ’08
William Miller MFA ’87  

and Elisabeth Vermilye
John Mincer ’92
Lynne Minkel ’78
Abdul Mohibi ’09
Lucia Mollaioli MA ’13
Elizabeth Monroe ’68
Ida Moore ’94
Perry Moore ’83
Ursula Moreau ’91
Alan Morgan MPA ’98
Katherine Morgan ’93
Whitney MA ’06, PhD ’09  

and Ryan Morgan
Mary Moriarty MAIS ’98
Michael Moriarty ’82, JD ’85
Regina Moriarty ’84, JD ’87
Teresa Morisi ’85

Talithia Morris ’14
Aidan Morse ’13
Lisa MEd ’96 and Stephen Morse
Mark Morse ’82
Roberta Morse ’97, MEd ’98
Christopher Mortensen ’84
Ryan Moseley MA ’13
Melissa Moshang ’91
William Mosteller MA ’92
Kathryn Mulcahy MSN ’88
Chulaporn Muniganondh PhD ’02
Michael Munoz MA ’09
Virginia Murphey ’69
Richard ’74 and Virginia Murray
Hassan Mushtaq ’14
Farzaneh Naghdi ’93
Patrick Narod ’09, MA ’13
Mayra Navarro ’13
Karen Neal PhD ’06
Victoria Negron ’14
Gregory Nelson MFA ’85
Jaime Nelson MA ’03
Johnathan MA ’07, PhD ’12  

and Emily Nelson
Scott Nelson MA ’09
Elyse Nemec MA ’14
Mary Newton ’88*
Sandra ’03 and Philip Newton
Tuan Nguyen ’12
Taylor Nichols ’13
Christopher Nicholson ’95
Kelli Nicholson ’14
Jane ’77 and William Nickel
John Noelle MPA ’05
Patricia Norman ’81
Parker PhD ’08 and Amy Normann
Jeffrey ’94 and Durell Notz
Wisaam Nubani ’14
Duane Nystrom ’72
Christopher O’Keefe ’87
Lisa Oakley-Bogdewic  

PhD ’95 and Dan Bogdewic
Ajima Olaghere MA ’10,  

PhD ’15
Myrna ’00 and Garvin Oliver
Tatana Olson CerG ’12
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Samir Omar ’95, MS ’08
Susan Ordakowski ’74
Elizabeth Orman ’75
Donna Osthaus MA ’94
Jessica Oxendine MA ’12
Juan Oyhenart ’81
Laura Oyhenart ’85, MEd ’93, 

Med ’10
Amy Padgett ’98
Randolph Palmquist ’79
Ronald ’80 and Vivian Panaggio
Vincent Panigot ’94
Gloria ’72 and Panayotis Pantazis
Dena Papazoglou MA ’01
Harrison ’12 and Tamara Parker
Brittany Patriarca ’14, ’12
Barbara ’88 and Mark Patrick
Betty Patterson ’96
Joan Patterson ’79
Georgia ’00 and Mike Paxos
Jason Peak ’93
Sheila Pelaez ’83
Rebecca Penick ’88, MA ’89
Douglas Perdue ’07
Lewis Perez ’05
Sherri Perper MA ’10
John Peterson ’79
M. Catalina Peterson ’05
Antron Petty ’11
David MA ’82 and Janet Pfeiffer
Flor Philips ’03

Kimberly Phillip MAIS ’03
Joyce Pickering MAIS ’06
William Pierce MA ’07
Arthur Pitts ’04, MA ’06
Leyton Pitzer ’99
Ramon ’70, MA ’77  

and Suzanne Planas
Donald Pless MBA ’78
Betty Poland ’83
Christopher Polk ’94, MA ’01
Earnest MA ’08  

and Barbara Porta
Erika Portillo ’13
Brooke Pry ’76
Greg Pry ’74
Emerica Quarshie ’13
Robin Quinn ’95
Jessica Randall ’14
Sylvia ’95 and Gary Rast
Amanda Raysin ’14
Marion Reed ’81
Alexander Reintal ’03
Jason ’93 and Cathy Reis
Susan Reiss MA ’89  

and Paul Roney
Colleen MFA ’95 and Arthur Rich
Ruth Richardson ’76
Theresa Rivers-Burns MA ’92
Luther MA ’04  

and Toni-Marie Rives
Jason Robbins MPA ’11

Jordan PhD ’11  
and Kirsten Robbins

Clara Robertello ’86
Maja Roberts ’94
Verna DA ’08  

and Gregory Robinson
Eleanor Rodgers ’93
Martha MA ’82 and Michael Rohr
Robin Rojas MA ’90
Karin Roland ’91
Susan Roltsch MPA ’04
Mark Root MA ’10
Anne Rose ’72
Susan Rossell MA ’00
Katherine Rowan ’75  

and Robert Baker
Gleason Rowe ’11
Shalimar Ruffin ’14
Lillian Russell-Nicolai ’88
Steven Rutenberg ’02
Cathy Sabol MA ’83
Kenneth Sabol MA ’84
Keon Safakish ’11
Daniel Saint-Victor ’13
Derek Saldanha ’83
Golzar Salih ’12
Anne Sandlund ’92
Patricia Santiago ’92
Eric Sas ’00
Joel Scalzo MEd ’06
Andrew Schaaf ’82
Melanie Schacknies ’99
William Schaefer MA ’14
Janet Scharp MA ’02
Jonathan Schillero ’13
Elizabeth Schmitt ’98  

and Eric Richards
Heather Schmoyer ’12
Jeffrey Schonacher ’06
Farideh Schonberger ’82
Marilyn Schoon MA ’82
Honore Schrade ’13, MSW ’15

Linda Schwartzstein MA ’91, 
PhD ’94 and Lee Goodwin

Brian Scott JD ’91
Elisabeth Scott ’79
Norma Scott ’95
Susan ’83 and N Scurria
Christine Searle ’83
Ellyn Seestedt MPA ’09
John Sellers MA ’01
Maria Seniw ’07 and Gary Muller
David ’90, DA ’01 and Min Shaheen
Karen Sharkey ’91
Lora Sharkey ’13
Manuraj Sharma ’96
Maria Sharp ’86
Cynthia Shea ’02
Nabila Sheikh ’92
Jennifer Shelton ’94
Vincent Shelton ’93
Sylvia Shenk MAIS ’94
Nathaniel Shie ’08
Sally Sieracki ’74, MA ’77
Sarah Silberman MFA ’12
Blake Silver ’11
Nader Silver ’11
Jon Silverman PhD ’95
Katherine Simpson DA ’06
Benjamin Sine ’12
Rosemary Siqueira ’11
Tiffany Sitter ’03
Catherine Skaggs ’90, MA ’93, 

PhD ’96
Michael ’99, MS ’11  

and Andrea Slawski
Allison Sleeman MA ’12
Constance Small MA ’86
Malisah MA ’11 and Jason Small
Melissa Smalley ’13
Diane ’02 and Daniel Smith
Duane ’74 and Rebecca Snider
Thomas ’79, MA ’83  

and Margaret Snyder

Kira MA ’09 and Shane Sobers
Gina Sontheimer ’89
Robert ’70 and Nancy Sorgen
Sarah Spain ’06, MEd ’09
Kristin Spencer ’75
Thelma Spencer ’72, MEd ’75
Patricia Sposito MA ’87
Constance Sprague ’98
Frank Sprague ’85, MS ’89
Kelly MA ’09 and Andrew Stazi
Alison Steier MA ’90, PhD ’99
Julie Stemple MFA ’05
Regina Stephens ’96
Deborah Stevenson ’88
Elizabeth MA ’86  

and Alan Stewart
Dewi Stoudt ’09
Stephen Strickler ’13
Laura Sturza MAIS ’95
Mary Suazo ’78
Amneh Subhi ’13
Richard Sullivan ’97, MS ’03
Mary Summers MA ’91
Glenda Tarry ’74
Bonnie Tarsia ’88
Thaddeus Tatem ’84
Art Taylor MFA ’06
Matthew Taylor ’07
Rachel Taylor ’09
Ross MA ’92, PhD ’98  

and Christy Teague
Jennifer Tegan ’93
Becky ’01 and John Thane
Theodore Thanyawatpokin ’03
Deloris Thomas ’94
Dian Thomas MA ’85
Jason Thomas ’95
Robert Thomas ’84
Sandra Thomas MA ’99
Elizabeth Tierney ’13
Tina Tisinger ’85, JD ’88
Robert PhD ’09 and Liz 

Townsend
Jay Trainer MA ’95
Kendra Trainer MEd ’96
Donna Truax ’72
Kathryn Trump MA ’82, MA ’83
Joseph Truong ’13
Carol Tsou ’81
Catherine Turner MEd ’94
Daniel ’74 and Jane Turner
Kevin Turner ’03
Kyle Turner ’08
Noah Tyler MA ’09  

and Gabrielle Finck
Durette Upton ’70
Joseph Urban ’02
Sarah Uribe ’74
Carolyn Van Newkirk MA ’95 

and Lee Hoffman
Jeffrey VanMeter ’13
Curtis Vaughn MA ’08, PhD ’14
Doreen Venezia ’06
Ana Ventura ’13
Nancy Vernon MA ’79
Steven Viemeister ’05
Christian Vieweg MA ’95
Kathryn Vieweg ’96, MEd ’00
Alexia Vikis ’93, DA ’02, MA ’96
Lynda Vincent ’90, MEd ’98
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Frank Vlossak JD ’99
Louis Volchansky 
Elissa Wagner ’91
Bruce Wahl DA ’03
Peter Walker MA ’89
Carla Ward ’80
Dawne Ward ’86
Laurel Ward ’86
Mary Warren MA ’92
Isolde ’95 and John Wasley
Rochelle Watson ’14
Kent Wayson ’86  

and Tracy Anderson Wayson
Bryan Weaver ’03
Evelyn ’72 and J Webster
Lee Webster ’00
Elizabeth West ’06
James West ’85
John Weston ’81
Clementine Whelan ’87
Bettie White MA ’79
Brigitta White ’05, ’05
Helen White ’69
Michael Whitlock ’96  

and Monica Arce
Sandra Whittington ’74
Douglas Wiesen MA ’96
Jennifer Williams MA ’11
Maria Williams ’14
William Williams ’74
Patsy Wilsie ’82, MA ’87
Kathryn Wilson MA ’82
Edward Windhausen ’05
Beverly Wirtz ’89, MA ’92
Kathryn Wochinger MA ’90, 

PhD ’95
Christine ’80 and Brian Wolf
Angelina Wolff ’90

MaryAnn Wollerton MPA ’87
Stuart Wood ’80
Anne Woznak MA ’96
John Wright ’11
Lois MEd ’98 and Jeffrey Wyatt
Stephanie Yoder ’05
Maksaba Yohannes ’13
Kerstin MA ’06, PhD ’10  

and Mark Youman
Sylvia Young-Dean ’06
Jalila Zaaboul ’10, MA ’12
Kathleen Zaccardi ’74, MA ’76
Irene ’90 and Andrew Zaso

corporatIons, 
founDatIons, 
assocIatIons, trusts, 
anD estates
43rd Bomb Group Association 

Inc.
Aetna Foundation Inc.
Alexandria Scottish Rite Bodies
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
All Green Inc.
Ameriprise Financial Inc.
Astorino Family Trust
BAND Foundation
Butler Communications, LLC
California State University
Cans-To-Go, LLC
Capital Group
Capital, LLC
Capital One Services, LLC
Cole Construction, LLC
Deloitte Foundation
Earhart Foundation
Embassy of the Federal 

Republic of Germany

Fannie Mae
Fors Marsh Group, LLC
Frontstream Holdings, LLC
Gates Hudson & Associates Inc.
GEICO
Goethe-Institute
Google Foundation Inc.
Grant Thornton Foundation
Hartford Foundation
Hattery Family Foundation Inc.
Human Factors  

& Ergonomics Society
Institute of Museum  

& Library Services
Joel D. Burns, PC
Kathy Wilson Foundation
KPMG Foundation Inc.
Laytonsville Women’s Club
Luck Companies Foundation
McMunn Family Foundation
Melvin S. Cohen Foundation Inc.
MetLife Foundation
MetroStar Systems Inc.
MHM Services
Microsoft
Minnesota Mining & 

Manufacturing Foundation Inc.
Molina Healthcare of VA
National Audubon Society
National Capital Business 

Ethics Awards
NHCOA Casa Iris Seniors 

Grant Fund
Noblis Inc.
Page-Nelson Society  

of Virginia
Perceptronics Solutions Inc.
Personal Computer Care
PTC/MW
Pierre F. and Enid Goodrich 

Foundation
Public Affairs Support 

Services
Public Choice Society
Richard E. Fox Charitable 

Foundation
Sandy Spring Bank
Sarfaty-Siegel Foundation  

for the Future 
Spencer Foundation
Susan Hall Godson Trust
The Andrew W. Mellon 

Foundation
Atlas Economic Research 

Foundation
Bank of America Foundation
The Beach Foundation
The de Laski Family 

Foundation
The Energy Foundation
The Helts Foundation
The Henry Luce Foundation Inc.
The Immigrant Learning Center
The Lehman Family Trust
The Lynde & Harry Bradley 

Foundation
The Mirza Family Foundation
Town Creek Foundation

Truist
TSH Inc.
Verizon Foundation
WholeMe! Programs, LLC
Wilsie Family Revocable Trust

faculty anD staff
Denise Albanese 
Jan Arminio 
Marjorie and Paul Battaglia
Deborah Boehm-Davis  

and Stuart Davis
Donald and Karol Boudreaux
Lisa Breglia 
Jeannie Brown Leonard 
Jack and Jane Censer
Faolan Cheslack-Postava 
Julie Christensen and Georgi 

Tonia
Keith Clark 
Christopher Clarke 
Reeshad Dalal 
Susanne Denham 
Rutledge Dennis 
Marion and Ashok Deshmukh
Carrie Drummond 
Leslie Dyre 
Jane Flinn 
John Foster and Andrea Dimino
Donald Gallehr 
Michael Gilmore 
Beth Hoffmann 
Emmett Holman 
Daniel and Patricia Houser
Michael Hurley 
Robert and Mary Anne Inglis
Devon Johnson 
Theodore and Susan Kelly
Theodore Kinnaman 
David Kravitz 
Sharon Leon 
Nance Lucas 
Robert Matz 
Hazel McFerson 
Janette and Star Muir
Lisa Newmark 
John Orens 
Roger Paden 
Paula Petrik and Walter Sylva
Peter Pober 
Randi Rashkover  

and Harlan Zimmerman
Anne Reynolds 
Janine Ricouart 
Stephen Robertson 
Michele Schwietz 
Suzanne Scott Constantine 
Martin Sherwin 
Jatinder Singh 
Rodger Smith 
Suzanne Smith and Douglas 

Fagen
Lois Tetrick 
Jane Wendelin 
Stefan Wheelock 
David and Susan Wilson
Karl Zhang 

what’s New?

we want to know…

➤where are you now?

➤Have you moved?

➤Gotten married?

➤Had a baby?

➤landed a new job?

➤Seen former class-
mates recently?

Submit your class notes  
to Mason Spirit, the  
university’s magazine,  
at spirit@gmu.edu.  
please be sure to include 
your graduation year  
and degree.

For more information, 
please visit  
chss.gmu.edu/alumni.
 

save the Date for  
alumni Weekend!
october 13–16 with  
a special event for Chss 
alumni on october 15. 

please visit chss.gmu.edu
for updates on all our 
events.
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former anD retIreD 
faculty anD staff
Johannes Bergmann 
Charlene and Harlow Bickford
Don and Kathy Boileau
Mary Frances Forcier 
Rosemary Jann  

and Charles Keeter
Ralph Lattanzio 
Elyse and Donald Lehman
Bruce Manchester 
Kelly and Duncan McCaskill
Maureen Miller 
Marilyn Mobley 
Raja Parasuraman* 
Robert and Jean Pugh
Elizabeth and Arthur Schmidt
Earl Smith and Angela Hattery

frIenDs
Johnnie Abram 
Vural Ak 
Althea Bates 
Paul and Marjorie Battaglia
Giles Baughman 
Harlow and Charlene Bickford
Mary Billingsley 
Craig Bishop 
Kathy and Don Boileau
Sally Brett 
Alesia Brydie 
Fred and Karen Sue Butler
Hal and Kathryn Canary
Shavonne Carpenter 
Dana Carter 
Francis Carter 
Marsha Cecil 
Minkyung Cho 
Grant Couch and Louise Pearson
M. Darrough 
Shari Davidson 
Stuart Davis  

and Deborah Boehm-Davis
Donald de Laski* 
Nancy de Laski* 
Ashok and Marion Deshmukh
Mary Devlin 
Andrea Dimino and John Foster
Jacqueline Downs 
Geoffrey Eley 
Rodney and S Ensley
Douglas Fagen and Suzanne Smith
Nakiza Ferguson 
Shnette Ferguson 
Janine and Kevin Fleming
Gary Gerstle  

and Elizabeth Lunbeck
Robin Giarrusso 

David and Allison Goldfarb
May Green 
Lester Greene 
Yicheng Guo 
Ann Harman 
Frank Heintz 
Eugenie and Jack Helitzer
Dexter Holmes 
Patricia and Daniel Houser
Karen Hunt 
Mary Anne and Robert Inglis
John Jesus  

and Anna Oppenheimer Jesus
Juliana Johnson 
Betty and Jerome Jones
Insook Jung 
Susan and Theodore Kelly
Jeonghun Kim 
Gary Kornblith and Carol Lasser
Susan Lanson 
Nicholas and Gardiner Lapham
Diana Le 
Yeong Ho Lee 
Donald and Elyse Lehman
Cornelia Levine 

Israel and Carla Lopez
Irene Lund 
Nancy and Walter Manning
Barbara Martin* 
Matthew Martinez 
Christine and Richard Mason
Richard and Christine Mason
Duncan and Kelly McCaskill
Victor McGlothin 
Anne Mellinger-Birdsong  

and George Birdsong
Colin Mitchell 
William and Penelope Naylor
Sarah Nelson and Tim Gresback
Ronald Patterson 
Marc and Diana Pelath
Matthew Person 
Dadia Ponizil and Judy Berlfein
Jean and Robert Pugh
John Reifsnider 
Lisa Renstrom  

and Robert Perkowitz
Edward and Nancy Rice
P Riffert 
Joylynn Ross 

Chris Rufer 
James Russell 
Josh Sacks 
Mona Sarfaty and Jay Siegel
Arthur and Elizabeth Schmidt
Angela Sheppard 
Linda Shopes 
Mary Small 
Murlie Smith 
Robert and Leslie Speidel
Keith Stanger 
Betty Steele 
Walter Sylva and Paula Petrik
Shana Terry 
Michele Thompson 
Fatmata and Ashby Tibbs
Georgi Tonia  

and Julie Christensen
Terry and Daniel Tyson
Beverly Walters 
Margaret Welsh 
Eileen Wiegert 
Susan and David Wilson
Tyrone Woodyard 
Harlan Zimmerman  

and Randi Rashkover

parents, former 
parents, anD 
granDparents
Kelly and John Bukovich
Rebecca Crowder 
Kevin and Janine Fleming
Louis and Janet Ford
Krystal Goff 
Erik Landberg 
Russell Libby and Mary Schmidt
Nancy and Peter Mangione
Kevin and Gloria Miller
Muhammad and Tanveer Mirza
Robert and Becky Mortlock
John Newton 
Thomas O’Grady 
Peter and Jennifer Offringa
Lawrence Oppenheimer 
Ernest Quigley 
Roy Relph 
Diane Schulte 
Virginia Severance 
Catherine Slichter  

and Nicholas Aiuto
Thomas Solak 
Steven and Susan Sultan
Lisa and David Van Wagner

For online giving, visit 
give.gmu.edu.
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A n award-winning poet, George Mason 
University English professor Susan Tichy is 
the author of five volumes of poetry, and her 

work has been published widely in the United States and 
Britain. Tichy teaches in both the Master of Fine Arts and 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Creative Writing Programs. 

Tichy’s latest book, Trafficke (Ahsahta Press, 2015), 
is a mosaic of verse, lyric prose, historical narrative, and 
quotation. Obsessively interrogating 300 years of family 
history in Scotland and Maryland, Trafficke tracks and 
remixes questions of race and identity, fact and legend 
in a text where violence, beauty, and the powers of a 
written word clash and conspire around questions of 
loyalty and the bitter legacies of slavery. Though Trafficke 
is published, Tichy continues to gather information 
about the people and families 
enslaved by her 
ancestors, in 
hopes of provid-
ing informa-
tion to African 
Americans who 
are searching for 
their ancestors 
in Maryland and 
beyond. 

Three hundred a year made good their escape, but most weren’t 
running to freedom: they were running home. For even those 
not parted, were parted: half  of  all masters owned fewer than 
three. Marriage possible only to neighbors. Who stayed neigh-
bors. So family was a complicated flaw: pipe airs of  love or lamenta-
tion, whistled at the window, and an unprecedented network of  roads 
webbing plantations together like spider silk. 

I asked where that road leads    what road
raveled clue    of  the syllable

I was brave the day we parted
but I had an arrow in my side

footpath through a damaged wall
land that rises    and rises up

spinners and knitters    stockings and gloves
heavy cloth from the mill    the washing

(housemaid stood ready with peacock plumes
to keep flies off  the table)

no stoves, but particular
to have their dresses just touch the ground all round

Ann, a brown girl
Linny, the housemaid

my cook, Jane
Black Margaret

And the laws, the laws    oure rude language
all inured    to the difficulty

if  sumtyme be scanned in both lines as it is scanned in line five
(antithesis to clarify    abominable night)

It was the loan of  you that broke me
child off-center    ghost of  him
between my legs    or all of  it

vine-killed sapling in winter woods
sack of  corn on a horse    small boy on top

straight road, good luck, two miles

limit of     and out of  hearing
 

Beating my fists on the ground

Susan Tichy
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